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EFFECTIVENESS GUIDELINES  
FOR SECURITY FOG   

 
The UK has still not implemented any form of grading for minimum performance requirements for fog to be effective  

in security applications. For this reason the experiences and resultant guidelines from Europe have been researched  
in order to provide prospective buyers with a valuable perspective on choosing the right equipment for their needs.   

  

Firstly we refer to the Security Effectiveness Chart below. This was compiled by a major, national Dutch Insurance  
Company using information & test data gathered over a 10 year period from burgled sites where security fog was  
installed yet losses in excess of €30,000 (£25,000+) were still being experienced  
   

SECURITY FOG EFFECTIVENESS CHART   
  

 

% Risk  
of  

loss  

 

  Room-fill time in seconds with fog density (max eye-to-object visibility distance) of          30cm and          1m  

  



 

With information made evident from the chart it is understandable why guidelines were published by the Dutch  
„VvBO‟ (Association of Security Companies – www.vvbo.nl) in 2001. The document ‘Installatievoorschriften  

Mistgeneratoren’ (Installation Instructions for Fog Generators), produced in collaboration with the Dutch Board of  
Police Commissioners, outlines the basic performance requirements needed for fog generators to be effective in  

protecting assets from theft.   
  
Interestingly section 4.7 (translated) of the document states : Where a Fog generator is installed to prevent an  

intruder from entering an area where assets are stored,  the recommendation as to the correct amount  
of fog to be used, is that amount which fills the entire room in no more than 10 seconds with a fog  
density level which reduces visibility to no more than 50 cm.   

  
Using risk figures from the Security Fog Effectiveness Chart and the VvBO guidelines above, the following product  

chart has been compiled:  
  

% Risk of Loss vs Room Fill Time (with fog density/max visibility distance adjusted to 50cm)  
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SECURITY FOGGING SYSTEMS PERFORMANCE COMPARISONS CHART  

Based on LOSS RISK LEVEL according to how many seconds each product would take to produce sufficient fog to fill an average   
sized (200 Cubic metre) room with a density level to reduce visibility distance to less than 50cm as recommended by VvBO   

  

PLEASE NOTE: The product performance figures do not take into account fog expulsion delays experienced with many pump-based systems   
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                                                                                                    % LOSS RISK LEVEL  
 

Another consideration is how efficient and therefore environmentally friendly your fogging system is are in terms of 

power consumption. Below is the cost showing the annual electricity cost in stand-by for the Fog Bandit 240Db 

System.  

 

POWER EFFICIENCY 

 

Total typical annual power cost JUST on STANDBY 
Based on Nov 2016 average supply cost of £0.135 per KWh. All info obtained in the public domain – E & e.o. 

 

% Risk of Loss vs Room Fill Time (with fog density/max visibility distance of 50cm) 

 

Based on VvBO‟s section 4.7 mentioned above, 1 x Fog Bandit produces sufficient ‘security rated’ fog in 10 
seconds to protect an area of well over 200 cubic metres, with a visibility reduction level to nearly double 
(under 30cm) to that specified by the guidelines. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                  A 200 CUBIC METRE ROOM WITH JUST ONE FOG BANDIT 240DB    
             AND JUST A 4 SECOND FOG BURST REDUCES LOSS RISK TO UNDER 5%                       

      25 Seconds          OVER 95% LOSS RISK 
      20 Seconds         41% loss risk 
      15 Seconds             17% loss risk 
      10 seconds                       8% loss risk 
      5 seconds       UNDER 5% LOSS RISK 

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 Greater than 90% 

NO OTHER FOGGING SYSTEM COMES NEAR TO THIS LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE 
AS THE PROCESS USED BY BANDIT IS PROTECTED BY INTERNATIONAL PATENTS 

 

BANDIT 240 –  
COST PER YEAR IN 
STAND-BY MODE 

£45 

http://www.vvbo.nl/


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Guidelines for a  
Security Fogging System installation  

 
As well as the fog system complying with and installed to EN50131-8 regulations, the 

following requirements are considered essential by leading Insurance Companies in providing 

an effective & reliable system:  

 

 

1. PERFORMANCE OF THE SYSTEM  

 

To ensure minimal losses are incurred in the event of a burglary/robbery attempt, a room fill 

(whole room for burglary – asset area for robbery) time of a maximum of 10* seconds is 

recommended with a fog density (eye to object visibility distance) level of a maximum of 50cm 

 

*The 10 seconds is the total time taken from when a raider/intruder is detected and an 

activation signal is sent to the Fog system (via detector or PA button) to when the desired 

room-fill result is achieved. In robbery situations as close to instant fog ejection as possible is 

essential to maximise deterrent effect and minimise operator anxiety. 

 

IMPORTANT NOTE:  
 

1. Some fogging systems are susceptible to a few seconds delay before fog starts ejecting  

 

2. Some fogging systems have unusually high power consumption on standby. Therefore, to 

reduce high running costs, these systems adopt a ‘dormant mode’ whereby power to the 

heat exchanger is removed when the alarm system is switched off. Please note that it may 

take up to 30+ minutes for the heat exchanger to re-heat once the alarm is set and the 

fogging system will not be capable of producing fog during the reheat time. 

 

3. If a fogging system has a ‘dormant mode’ option, please ensure this is not activated when 

panic activations are required. In such situations the system must remain in ‘standby’ mode 

at all times but please be aware that considerable power costs will be incurred. 
 

 

2. SYSTEM FAULT REPORTING 

 

It is essential that the fog system reports malfunctions which may cause the system to become in 

operable such as: 
  

 Fog fluid level low 

 

 Power problem/failure (mains or battery) 

 

 System has been isolated (typically by alarm engineer to avoid 

accidental fog activation)  

 

 Or any other malfunction which may cause the fog system to become 

inoperable 

 

Whether the fog system is connected to a monitored Intruder Alarm System or stand alone, it is 

essential that such malfunctions are reported in a manner that is immediately evident to the 

owner/staff/occupants of the site. An audible warning method is highly recommended. 

 

 

3. REGULAR SERVICE & MAINTENANCE   
 

Service & Maintenance must be conducted as per the manufacturers requirements and records 

maintained accordingly. 
 



 

  

SOME KEY POINTS ON THE BANDIT 240DB SECURITY FOGGING SYSTEM   
  

  

1. Fully manufactured in Belgium, the reliability is proven with a 5 Year “Peace of Mind‟  
   Warranty as standard and will outlast any competitive product.  
  
2. Fog Bandit’s hermitically sealed, patented and pressurised HY3 fog cartridge provides upto  

  25 activations with no engineer call –out after an activation   
  

3. Fog Bandit is the preferred fogging system used by organizations such as G4S, Loomis, 

Barclays Bank, Post Office, Nationwide, HSBC, Argos, Harrods and many other retail multiples 

including Jewellers and Luxury Goods Stores and other specialist sectors. The same Fog Bandit unit 

is deployed across all client sectors without compromise.   
  
4. Fog Bandit systems have been independently tested and verified to fully comply with the 
EN50131-8 European Standard which was approved and implemented in 2009. Air Quality 
certification is also available to confirm that the fog from Bandit systems is completely harmless 
and totally safe to breathe. 
 
5. For full system monitoring, the Fog Bandit’s patented on-board electronics perform 24/7  
system diagnostics including the monitoring of tamper, mains power supply, back-up battery  
condition and fog fluid levels to instantly and reliably provide any system status changes.   
  

6. A Built-in patented self cleaning cycle ensures clog-free operation at all times. Since the  
inception of Bandit UK in 2004 not a single Fog Bandit “activation failure‟ or self-generated „false  
activation‟ has been reported.  
  
7. The Fog Bandit is the most environmentally friendly “green‟ fogging system on the market  
by far and only consumes 40W/hour (the equivalent of a 40W light bulb). For this reason it does 
not require a ‘dormant’ mode. Please see separate Comparison Chart in the Bandit Information 
Pack.   

  
8. Fog Bandit fog is the only security fogging system to add a harmless menthol  
(peppermint) fragrance to the fog so the Emergency Services and any bystanders can quickly  
differentiate between security fog and smoke from a fire  
  
9. Speed - Fog Bandit rapidly ejects a curtain of dense fog (projecting 6 metres within the  

first 2 seconds alone) directed towards likely break-in points to instantly deter intruders and  
minimise opportunity for asset theft  and associated burglary damage. Fog Bandit can activate  
between 3 and 25 times (depending on the size of the room it is protecting) before an exchange  
refill cartridge is required. A single Fog Bandit can protect a room size between 50 to 500 cubic  
metres (more units can be added for larger areas).   
  
10. Minimal engineer call-outs - after an activation the Fog Bandit resets itself automatically  

therefore an engineer call-out is not required. Also, the Bandit’s hermetically sealed fog cartridge  
ensures a lifespan of 4 years before a low cost refilled exchange is required.   
  
11. To verify its “fastest and highest density security fog‟ credentials, Fog Bandit provide  
validated manufacturer specifications for both speed and density of fog production i.e. 28 cub.  
mt. per second with eye to object visibility (density) maximum of 30cm and leaving no “Residue”.   

Acknowledged by Insurance stakeholders, the first 10 seconds of an intruder triggering a fog  
activation will determine the level risk of property loss or damage.   

  
  

Please visit   www.bandituk.co.uk as our  website remains the best place for all information 

relating to the Fog Bandit including live activation footage and existing client case studies. 

  

http://www.bandituk.co.uk/


BANDIT 240DB v3 
  

 

- Easily programmed by means of dipswitches  

- Automatic or Panic activation options  

- ‘Easy read’ error LED for rapid  
identification of status changes 

- Full battery back up 

- 5 year warranty 



    

         HY3 Fog Fluid Cartridge  

& BANDIT Control Box 

The HY3  pack is a reusable, refillable cartridge 
which: 
 

- Is clean filled and hermetically sealed to 

provide a 4 year life span  

 
-  Gives up to 25 activations per cartridge 
       (depending on room size0  

 
- Has no pump thus ensuring instant 

activation & outstandingly reliable 
performance  

 
- Has an Automatic low-fluid reporting 

system  

 

The Control Box Service & Maintenance aid 
provides simple button operation of the 
following: 
 
-  Inhibit fog ejection during Bandit and 

alarm system checks  

 
- Inhibit tamper signal to avoid audible 

tamper warnings from alarm system when 
HY3 refill being exchanged  

 
- 1 second test fire for staff training and 

‘visual’ system tests  
 
- Failure warning test signal  
 

- LED readout of fog-fluid level 


